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Abstract: Monitoring Dams safety and water management is extremely important considering both the situations like
water scarcity and excess of water. It is of crucial importance and needs to develop information system based on
existing system allowing utilization of intelligent sensors network. Basic idea is to describe possibilities of IoT
applications in Dam Safety and water management. Here the entire dam and the main pipeline is sensed 24x7 through
various sensors. These wireless sensor nodes connected with each other and transmits the data to a gateway. Common
storage space „CLOUD‟ stores and provides on line information to the observer. Employing an IoT for the said purpose
will definitely help saving the most precious natural resource the water. Here in this paper an attempt is made
proposing an electronic circuit design employing an Internet of Things concept for the purpose. Ultrasonic sensor is
used to find the crack in dam and vibration sensor is used to find any abnormal changes in dam due to natural disaster.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Dam plays a major role in our life as they are used for purpose such as irrigation flood control and mainly generation of
electricity. There are approximately 4200 major/minor dams in India. When it comes to dams, there are various
parameter to be measured. Now a day‟s dam authorities are facing problems regarding the dam and the weather
parameters monitoring as most of the small dams are still using manual observation and older technique of transmission
system. Manual observation and transmission result in considerable time lag between data observed, its transmission
and for decision taking. Also, this causes loss of real time data and sometimes become the reason for upcoming
disaster. When it specifically towards water level measurement for water discharge to generation and irrigation. It has
to be measure at least one time in 24 hours. Most of dam‟s measure water level manually as it not convenient to keep
continues monitor on the change of water level. There is a need to look forward for an advance technology. So, we are
about to design such a technology in which we will place a reflector on the water surface on which the transmitter will
direct a beam on the reflector and by certain logics, the water level can be determined.
II.

TECHNOLOGY

Proposed system consists of various sensors like water flow sensor, water level sensor, vibration sensor and ultrasonic
sensor. These sensors takes actual physical quantity and this transmitter and according to these data information is
given to the microcontroller through wireless LCD display shows the quantity like vibration, water level low or high
etc. We have another advance options to opening of dam gates according to water level. IoT used for transmission of
this information over long distance by using IoT wireless technology. At another end IoT is used to collect this
information and given to PC and we develop one IOT Application to update this information on Internet webpage for
public access for security purpose of nearer area. System will be generating immediate alert for sudden changes in
water like rapid hike in water level or major change in vibration values in android application. It is very easy to use and
definitely useful for preventing floods and other harms due to rapid changes in Dam water. Therefore, water level
indicator designing is one of the technological advancement to transmit data and received by authority for controlling.
If water level increases to dangerous level, the systems also give an alert to authority to take immediate action.

Fig 1. Construction and working
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The system can be used at the river-banks, low-lying areas, dam and the village far from town. In proposed system by
making use of IOT the real time water monitoring system will be developed for measuring water level and the
contamination in water. Statistics as well as previous history of water flow values of water and changes in water level
over the time suitable for the system Selection of Sensors and other components with Correspondence to the site of
Implementation which includes Mechanical as Electrical Parameters.

Fig 2. HC-SR04(Ultrasonic sensor)
III.

BLOCK DIAGRAM

The hardware component includes Power supply, waterflow sensor, ultrasonic sensor, vibration sensor, level
converter, Driver, Relay, Motor, LCD display, Buzzer, Load cell, switches. The software used here is MPLab
IDE.

Fig 3. Block Diagram of Dam Monitoring System
IV.

EXISTING SYSTEM

The processing difficulty of the detection of crack completely depends on the size of the image. Recent digital cameras
have the image resolution beyond 10 megapixels. This increase in resolution enables the procurement of detailed
images of concrete surfaces. By using the commercial purpose cameras a wide range of a concrete surface can be
acquired in a single shot. For less expensive applications, a image of wide range can be used for the practical crack
detection.
V.

SYSTEM DESIGN

The dam monitoring system is designed by DC motor using the relay and the driver circuit. The ultrasonic sensor is
used to measure the distance and to find the crack in dam. vibration sensor is used to find any abnormal changes in dam
due to natural disaster. signal conditioning unit is used to manipulate an analog signal. Relay can be used to control
several circuits by one signal.
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This can be done by the interfacing of DC motors and the sensors to the microcontroller PIC16F877A

Fig 4.Top view
VI.

CONCLUSION

This system will help dam authority to know the dam parameters without checking manually by the mean of Display
and Web portal. It is based on IoT Hence the speed of data transmission is high and probability of losing real time will
be less. This system is reliable and cheaper to install in every dam and a web portal can provide detailed parameters of
all dams in India. In this project the possible application of latest technologies such as internet of things, sensor ml and
wireless sensors networks with software for dam safety management. Combination of these technologies and software
improves functionality of dams. sensor technology, computer technology and network technology are advancing
together while the demand grows for ways to connect information systems with the real world.
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